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Abstract: Background: Anaesthesia programs prepare students through course work that develops knowledge and skills in anesthesia practice as well as in organizational and leadership skills, and courses are strongly related to theoretical and clinical teaching. In health science professions, clinical or practical experience is necessary to develop knowledge and skills acquired theoretically. For this reason, both theoretical and clinical components of education are included in health science educational programmes. The purpose of the theoretical component is to provide students the opportunity to learn principles and concepts relevant for professional performance. Objective: To improve the practical teaching of fourth-year anesthesia students, CHSM, WSU from March 10-April 10, 2019. Methods and Materials: A cross-sectional study design was employed. Training was given for data collectors and supervisors. Regular supervision and follow-up were performed. Questionnaires was used as data collection tools. Conclusion: Anaesthesia students’ clinical experiences are an important element of the profession as well as clinical teaching, which is the cornerstone of education.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Background

Anaesthetists are vital in hospital operating rooms, surgery centers, physicians’ offices and beyond. Working alongside anesthesiologists, surgeons and others, anaesthetists administer anesthesia for all types of surgical cases, from the simplest to the most complex. Anesthesia practice covers the continuum of care from preoperative assessment to discharge from the recovery unit. Anesthetists interview and assess each patient to best formulate and implement an individualized plan of care while collaborating with members of a multidisciplinary health care team.

The anaesthesia programme prepares students through course work that develops knowledge and skill in anaesthesia practice as well as in organizational and leadership skills, and the courses are strongly related to theoretical and clinical teaching. In this regard, anaesthesia students’ clinical experiences are an important element of the anaesthesia profession as well as clinical teaching in which students learn how to apply anaesthesia knowledge, skills, patient communication and professionalization and prepare themselves for practice in future workplaces [1].

Several studies have shown that the learning environment is a significant component with respect to clinical learning and learning outcomes [2]. Throughout anesthesia history, clinical placements play an essential role in the learning process of anesthesia students [3]. Additionally, anesthesia students may think that the clinical environment is the most influential educational component to acquire anesthesia knowledge and skills [3]. The clinical environment consists


of inpatient, hospital outpatient and community settings, which have specific challenges [4].

Anesthesia students look for a favorable learning environment, and their perception of the clinical learning environment is different from their perception of the actual learning environment [4]. The most important step in developing continuing anesthesia education is to study anesthesia students' perceptions and to find the impacts of educational programs on bachelor's degrees. As a part of their clinical education, anesthesia students participate in new clinical environments to gain clinical experience. Learning in these settings depends on encouraging the environment based on psychological and pedagogical aspects. This is achieved by the teacher–student connection and considerable learning situations that form a pedagogic atmosphere [4, 5]. Health care professionals are expected to practice evidence-based practices. Consequently, by the time students in health care professions graduate, they need to be confident in practicing evidence-based education. This is in agreement with the Sicily statement on evidence-based practice (EBP), which recommends that the necessary knowledge, skills and attitudes of EBP be incorporated into the curricula [6]. Finding research evidence has also been identified as a problem in surveys among undergraduate medical students, as students' searching was inefficient, and they reported performing searches in single journals rather than clinical databases when they had clinical questions [7].

1.2. Statement of Problem

In health science professions, clinical or practical experience is necessary to develop knowledge and skills acquired theoretically. For this reason, both theoretical and clinical components of education are included in health science educational programmes [8]. The purpose of the theoretical component is to provide students the opportunity to learn principles and concepts relevant for professional performance [9]. The clinical practice, on the other hand, is expected to allow students to understand the theoretical reasoning that underlies the purpose of clinical tasks while allowing students the experience of performing that task. Clinical practice experience is the 'heart' of professional education, as it provides students with the opportunity to consolidate knowledge, socialize into the professional role and acquire professional values [10].

Educational history suggests that both theory and practice in the past have been delivered to students by educators mostly at lecture halls and the institution's clinical laboratories or facilities. However, lack of experience in clinical settings was often observed in health education programmes [11]. This necessitated the incorporation of clinical rotation in health care programmes to provide students opportunities for direct contact with patients and their relatives, hospital staff and hospital equipment. The clinical rotation component of education is meant to provide students the opportunity to integrate skills and knowledge from the classroom setting into the clinical practice setting [12]. It also offers students the ability to learn about the complex health issues of patients, practice selected technical skills and develop communication skills in the clinical setting. In addition, clinical rotations help students engage in the clinical environment acquire new knowledge and skills and participate alongside many health professionals and thereby learn how to work in a team [12].

Effective clinical rotations are essential for improving competence and research-based education in anesthesia [13]. However, diverse challenges, including the theory–practice gap encountered by students during clinical rotations, have been reported. The theory–practice gap is the discrepancy between what is taught (theory) in the classroom and what is actually practiced clinically. Identified causes of the theory–practice gap during clinical rotations include the supervisors' and preceptors' level of experience and competence. In addition to discrepancies between theory and organizational protocols, heavy workloads and poor supervisee–supervisor relationships have all been cited as causes of the theory–practice gap [14]. Other studies have also found the theory–practice gap to be associated with lecturers' changing role from 'hands on' supervision of students to focus on more research. The consequence is that some practicing professionals assume supervisory roles with insufficient preparation and are often unaware of the associated educational goals required of the clinical supervisory roles [15]. Lack of communication and agreement between the educational institution and the clinical supervisors involved in students' learning is said to have a serious problem in theory–practice gaps elsewhere. Therefore, investigating areas of theory–practice gap and providing measures to curb it cannot be overemphasized [15, 16].

The complaints of some clinical students about the dichotomy or existence of the theory–practice gap have, however, not been substantiated. This study therefore investigated the issue of the theory–practice gap of third-year anesthesia students to perform the most frequently performed procedure in Wolaita Soddo University Teaching and Referral Hospital.

1.3. Significance of Study

The primary responsibility for nurse anesthesia clinical education lies with working in the clinical setting. Despite the importance of clinical education within the framework of anesthesia educational programs, little has been done to support and educate. A different skill set is required when teaching others to deliver anesthesia care. There is increased responsibility for determining the appropriate balance between allowing student independence and fostering educational objectives and continuing to ensure safe, quality care for the patient. One of the most important purposes in clinical education is decreasing the gap between the actual and expected clinical environments that leads to an increased clinical learning performance. Therefore, it is of interest to examine how anesthesia students perceive clinical learning environments that they are assigned to as parts of anesthesia education. Hence, maintaining perceptions of actual and
expected clinical environments is very important to deliver safe and culturally competent anesthesia care to patients of all ages and physical conditions, to develop and implement anesthesia management throughout the per anesthetic continuum using a variety of current anesthesia techniques, agents and equipment, to apply knowledge to practice in decision-making and problem-solving and to provide nurse anesthesia care based on sound principles and research evidence. Therefore, this action research aimed to improve the practical teaching of fourth-year anesthesia students, CHSM, WSU, from March 10-April 10, 2019.

3. Result
The main themes that we identified are presented in this section, illustrated by participation in the skill lab and clinical practical site.
Mr. X have risen that they need to repeatedly practice in skill labs to confidently improve practice in clinical settings. He also noted he needs to attend practical courses by DOPS (Direct Observation Procedural Skill) CBD (Case Based Discussion).

The themes identified by different members of our research team, including themes illustrated in the video clips, were discussed and combined into a single list. Together, they illustrated that frequent exposure to simulation in the skill lab is more important than attending most theory in class, as this helped them gain confidence and improve their exposure.

Those participants seemed happy to utilize several of them in their learning.
We thought support from peers definitely complemented each other because there were a real difference in being told something and being taught something and two people not truly knowing but then finding out the answer together.

They need to attend demonstration and re demonstration in skill lab.
They did not actually have DOPS (direct observation procedural skill), but they rarely practiced CBD (clinical-based discussion) less frequently.

We didn’t actually have a study group, but when we had the practical, like the one we just had, us and two other friends would just go direct together.

Clinical practice in the skill lab and clinical setting strengthened the skill of learners. This should be supplemented by case-based discussion and direct observation.

After the assessment, we provided a demonstration in the skill lab to the students for one week and assessed its impacts on student performance; during the assessment, we identified that repeated exposure to the skill lab can build confidence in learners and their performance.

In addition, we identified that we can improve students’ clinical practice/teaching by teaching students on case-based discussion and direct observation of procedural skills. This helps them to convert what they have learned into practices.
We study with another two that we’ve met through the course and so we got together on weekends and go over stuff and look at the quizzes and the answers and everything and just try to..., but it’s worked really, really well for me, because they always know..., we know something that they don’t and they know something that I don’t. It’s really great. It’s really been helpful.

Both in theory and practical learning, it was very important to have a variety of teaching methods. In theory, the regular quizzes and assignments provided plenty of material for group discussion and learning, and indeed, students felt that their study group provided a good format for tackling the assessment. Yeah, and we focused on the, yeah, the quizzes a
lot, because the answers from that are sort of, we think are pretty fundamental. So, if we can understand that well, that’s going to help us in the exam and further down the track.

There were interesting descriptions of how students identified potential group members and how they set up their study groups. Their approaches included attending the first few tutorials and actively looking for likely people, in some cases people who shared their characteristics (such as being mature-aged students). Others reported eavesdropping on other members of the class to check whether they would be compatible members.

In practice, simulation in a skill lab and direct performance in a health care facility are performed. We have demonstrated the session in a skill lab for one week and observed its impacts on them. With our study group, we have identified that repeated practice in a skill lab and clinical setting can build learners and their performance. In addition, we have identified that direct observation and case-based discussion were very important to convert what they have gained in theory into practice. In addition, a variety of teaching methods and assessment methods during the course helped them to obtain more knowledge.

4. Discussion

Health care undergraduate students expected to practice evidence-based after they graduated. Clinical instructors were in a position to influence students during clinical education and thus important potential role models in evidence-based practice. Actions from academic and clinical settings were needed to improve competence in evidence-based practice among clinical instructors.

Anesthesia education was strongly related to theoretical and clinical teaching. In this regard, anesthesia students’ clinical experiences were an important element of the nursing profession as well as clinical teaching, which was the cornerstone of nursing education. In this learning environment, students learn how to apply knowledge, nursing skills, patient communication and professionalization and prepare themselves for practice in future workplaces.

Additionally, anesthesia students may think that the clinical environment was the most influential educational component to acquire nursing knowledge and skills. The clinical environment consists of inpatient, hospital outpatient and community settings, which have specific challenges. Pringle and Green believed that nursing clinical experience was a factor that affected nursing student attribution.

The message from the skill lab demonstration was that many students can build their confidence and skill. However, these should be supplemented by DOPS, CBD and other clinical teaching methodologies to improve both theory and practical teaching.

In theory, learning formal lectures and tutorials play a smaller part in their overall learning; the lectures can be overwhelming in terms of material, and the tutorials were less useful, sometimes because they include other students who have not made a similar commitment to their learning. However, the student leaders and participants in this research were volunteers. They were likely to represent those who were most organized and committed, and indeed they talked at times about some other students who were not working at this level.

The students in this anesthesia course reported a different experience with the main focus on trying to understand clinical practice through skill lab demonstration, direct observation procedural skill and others. However, they did talk about the problems of making the transition from theory to practice.

They were aware of the contrast between their self-organized study groups and the learning organized by their lecturers and tutors and practical groups. They saw a benefit in both aspects. Though they realized that their study groups were their own responsibility, they suggested various ways in which their practical lecturers and tutors could assist the process of forming and keeping study groups.

5. Conclusion

As clinical instructors were in a position to influence students during clinical education, instructors should use a variety of both clinical and theoretical in skill labs and clinical settings. Therefore, actions from academic and clinical settings are needed to improve competence in evidence-based practice among clinical students.
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